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ENJOY AN ALL-INCLUSIVE PROGRAMME

FULL OF SOCIAL ACTIVITIES AND PERSONAL GUIDANCE

CREATE YOUR OWN

CURRICULUM 

FROM 1000+ COURSES

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

TO MOTIVATED STUDENTS



Semester in Amsterdam is an all-inclusive, non-degree programme for students

wishing to study in Amsterdam for one semester or a full academic year. Through the

Semester in Amsterdam Programme, applicants gain the freedom to select their own

courses or follow a cohesive minor. Students choose from 1000+ English-taught

courses in nine faculties and enjoy a full schedule of social activities as well as on-site

advising and support. The Semester in Amsterdam programme accepts enrolled

students as well as free movers, working professionals, families, and other non-

traditional applicants.

VRIJE UNIVERSITEIT AMSTERDAM

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam is an

internationally renowned research

university. Since its founding in 1880 the

university has grown to comprise 9 faculties

and 26,000 students, 10% of which are

international. Providing high quality

education in small and interactive classes,

VU Amsterdam is consistently ranked among

the world’s top universities. With more than

150 English-taught Bachelor's and Master's

programmes, the university offers a wide

range of study options. The centralized

campus is in the heart of Amsterdam’s

business district, a dynamic hub only 15

minutes from the city center.

COURSES

Courses at VU Amsterdam are mixed with

Dutch and international students to

maximize your cross-cultural contact. In the

fall and spring semester you can choose

1000+ English-taught Bachelor's or Master's

courses from nine faculties. Alternatively, in

the fall semester you can choose a

specialized combination of courses in a

specific field, known as a Minor programme.

Minor programmes are offered at the

Bachelor level but are also open to Master

students. Additionally, you can select honour

courses or Dutch language electives.

Semester in Amsterdam students also

receive a discount on VU Amsterdam

Summer School and VU Graduate Winter

School courses.

VU SEMESTER IN AMSTERDAM

Capital of the Netherlands

Europe’s safest city on The Economist

Safe

187 nationalities

93% of the Dutch speak English

881.000 bicycles, 40 parks and 

Most museums per square meter of all

cities in the world

AMSTERDAM FACTS

       165 canals

Accommodation service

Airport pick-up

Buddy programme

Orientation and extended social

programme

Personal guidance

Transcript of records

Visa and/or residence permit

ADDITIONAL SERVICE SEMESTER IN

AMSTERDAM PROGRAMME

COSTS AND ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Please visit our website to view the entry

requirements, tuition fee, scholarship

possibilities and more!

vu.nl/semesterinamsterdam

semesterinamsterdam@vu.nl

vusemesterinamsterdam


